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Graphing vs substitution worksheet answer key

Now that we've practiced solving the systems that made up the first half of the questionnaire, we can apply these skills to a context and dig a little deeper into the uses of graphing and substitution. The second half of yesterday's questionnaire was to graphically solve the problem on the eighth slide of the notes in today's lesson. Almost all of my students had problems with this
problem. I say that we will solve this problem together, but that I would first like to make some comments on the graph and substitution as methods of solution. I reveal these really big Ideas one at a time on the fifth to seventh slide of the lesson notes. (I should also point out that I use today's program to build toward this part of the class. When the kids come and see how I've
written REALLY BIG IDEAS! on the agenda, they want to find out what I mean by that. Some children asked about this early in class. Now we jump.) I summarize the ideas of easy solutions versus difficult and approximate versus precise ones that were developed in the previous section. So I make the claim that while substitution can get a solution to a system, we need a graph to
get a more complete understanding of a situation, and to see what happens around that intersection point. I would like to illustrate each of these points by working through the balance problem of yesterday's questionnaire, I mean. First we do algebra. I ask students to help me define variables and write equations for every part of the problem, and that brings us here. Now, writing
and solving equation 5x + 130 x 9.5x doesn't take much. As follows, we have the solution: x to 130/4.5 to 28.89 So that's it, I mean, if you want to find the answer. But what if Felicity wants to be able to make plans to sell more than 28.89 T-shirts? I stop, because nobody really talks about 28.89 T-shirts. What if you want to know how much debt you'll have after selling 10 T-shirts,
or how much profit you'll get after selling 50? That's what graphics are for. As we've done before, we spend some time deciding how to scale each axis, and then we talk about how to express a slope of 5 when the X axis is counting by 1, while the Y axis counts by 10. In the meantime, I do the work I ask the children to do on the board. I try to continuously model craftsmanship,
and give students an idea of what a clean and useful chart can look like. As you can see in the picture, we come to the realization that every two shirts cost $10 to produce, so we can move over two spaces (two shirts) and up one ($10) to get successive points. Similarly, it helps keep in mind that Felicity will sell 5 shirts for $47.50 or for $95, and some points like that will suffice
the sketch of the other line. The in-between-ness of these numbers further illustrates the idea that hand-graphing cannot precise solution in this chart, but that will bring us closer. Once both lines are graphical, we discuss how well the intersection coincides with our algebraic solution. If x is between 28 and 29 y y is between 270 and 280, then we have done pretty well for
ourselves. At this point, there's usually not much time left, so I propose observations on the chart, and I ask questions like the ones mentioned above: How much debt will Felicity have after selling $10 T-shirts? We see that the distance between the two lines provides at least one approximate solution. As for selling 50 T-shirts, we would have to resize the X axis, and I can briefly
evaluate students' feelings by seeing how confident they feel they would be able to do that. There are three ways to solve systems of linear equations: substitution, deletion, and graphs. Let's review the steps for each method. SubstitutionEed a variable by itself in one of the equations. Take the expression you obtained for the variable in step 1 and connect it (replace it using
parentheses) in the other equation. Solve the equation in step 2 for the remaining variable. Use the result from step 3 and connect it to the equation in step 1. If necessary, rearrange both equations so that the ??? X??? -the terms are the first, followed by the ??? And??? -terms, the equals sign and the constant term (in that order). If an equation does not appear to have a
constant term, it means that the constant term is ??? 0???. Multiply one (or both) equations by a constant that allows ??? X??? -terms or ??? And??? -terms to cancel when equations are added or subtracted (when their left sides and right sides are added separately, or when their left sides and right sides are subtracted separately). Add or subtract equations. Resolve for the
remaining variable. Plug the result of step 4 into one of the original equations and solve for the other variable. Solve by ??? And??? in each equation. Plot both equations in the same Cartesian coordinate system. Find the intersection point of the lines (the point where the lines intersect). Now let's take a look at some examples where we have to decide which of these three
methods to use. Example What method would you use to resolve the following issue? Explain why you chose the method you did, ??? x-y+2?????? 3y-2x-15??? The easiest way to solve this system would be to use replacement from ??? X??? is already isolated in the first equation. Each time an equation is already resolved for a variable, substitution will be the fastest and
easiest method. Even if you are not prompted to resolve, here are the steps to resolve the system:Replace ??? +2??? For??? X??? in the second equation, ??? 3y-2(y+2)-15??? The??? -2??? and then combine as terms.??? 3y-2y-4-15?????? y-4-15??? Add??? 4??? on both sides, ??? y-4+4-15+4?????? 19??? Plug??? 19??? For??? And??? in the Equation.??? x-y+2??????
x-19+2?????? x 21??? The unique solution is ??? (21,19)???. There are three ways to solve systems of linear equations: substitution, deletion, and graphs. ExampleTo resolve the system by deletion, what would be a useful first step???? x+3y-12?????? 2x-y-5??? When we use deletion to solve a system, it means that we will get rid of (delete) one of the variables. So we have to
be able to add the equations, or subtract from each other, and by making it cancel either the ??? X??? -terms or ??? And??? -terms. Any of the following options would be a useful first step:Multiply the first equation by ??? -2??? Or??? 2???. This would give us ??? 2x??? Or??? -2x??? in both equations, which will cause the ??? X??? -terms to cancel when we add or subtract.
Multiply the second equation by ??? 3??? Or??? -3???. This would give us ??? 3y??? Or??? -3y??? in both equations, which will cause the ??? And??? -terms to cancel when we add or subtract. Divide the second equation by ??? 2???. This would give us ??? X??? Or??? -x??? in both equations, which will cause the ??? X??? -terms to cancel when we add or subtract. Divide
the first equation by ??? 3???. This would give us ??? And??? Or??? -and??? in both equations, which will cause the ??? And??? -terms to cancel when we add or subtract. Let's do the last example again, but instead of the removal method, use a chart to find the solution. ExampleGraph both equations to find the solution to system.??? x+3y-12?????? 2x-y-5??? To plot these
equations, let's both in the form of slope interception. We have the ??? y-(1/3)x+4??? intersects the ??? And??? -axis in ??? 4???, and then you have a slope of ??? -1/3???, so your chart isThe line ??? y2x-5??? intersects the ??? And??? -axis in ??? -5???, and then you have a slope of ??? 2???, so if you add your chart to the chart ??? y-(1/3)x+4???, viewed at the intersection
point, it seems that the solution is approximately ??? (3.75,2.75)???. Actually, the solution is ??? (27/7,19/7)-approx(3.86,2.71)???, so our visual estimate of ??? (3.75,2.75)??? It wasn't that far from 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, Higher Education, HomeschoolPage 2 Systems of Equations (Graphing vs. Substitution) Partner ActivityPartner A will solve the first equation system by
graphing while Partner B solves the same system by substitution. If your answers match, go ahead, if not, exchange papers and help identify and correct any errors. Each partner will make 10 total problems (5 per chart, 5 per substitution). This really works well because it makes students talk about math and help each other improve their skills. This activity works very well together
with my Algebra 1 Systems of Equations and Inequalities Unit.This resource is included in the following packages :P activities of algebra BundleAlgebra 1 Curriculum (with Activities)Algebra 1 1 BundleSystems of Equations &amp; Inequalities Activities BundleLICENSING TERMS: This purchase includes a license for a teacher only for personal use in your classroom. Licenses are
non-transferable, which means they cannot be passed from one teacher to another. No part of this resource should be shared with colleagues or used by an entire grade, school, or district level without purchasing the appropriate number of licenses. If you are a trainer, director or district interested in transferable licenses to accommodate annual staff changes, please contact me
for a quote on allthingsalgebra@gmail.com. COPYRIGHT CONDITIONS: This resource cannot be uploaded to the Internet in any way, including personal websites or network drives, unless the site is password protected and can only be accessed by students. Students.
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